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Oily Compressor Condensate:

I’ve got it...now what do I do with it?

Most compressors do allow some oils get into the condensate blow down...it’s just part of
the process by design. People used to actually be able to simply blow that out onto the
ground. That doesn't play anymore. If you do this….stop it now and fix the situation right
away or you see your name on the 6:00 News......and that's just the begining!
There are only legal 3 options for dealing with oily compressor condensate.
#1. Have it hauled off by a licensed and well insured 3rd party. Make sure of their
insurance ..because that oily water still belongs to you cradle to grave...it's yours! This is
no doubt the costliest way to do it….but maybe you can expense the cost out? BIG $$$
#2. Put it thru an oil water separator (OWS) that will remove the oil prior to discharge into
a sewer line. These OWS’s usually don’t have or need any moving parts….they are simple
flow thru devices and our has a consumable carbon filter polisher. If you don’t have a
sewer….see options #1 and #3. Our compressor condensate separator (CCS) will get you
down to below 15ppm of oil!
see https://www.skimoil.com/compressor-condensate-evaporators
#3. Evaporate the water portion away and retain the oil to be eventually be taken away by
a licensed hauler. Evaporation will ELIMINATE well over 99% of the total oily water
stream...so your haul off is not going to cost nearly as much as option #1.
see https://www.skimoil.com/compressor-condensate-evaporators
NO DISCHARGE IS A GOOD DISCHARGE!
HOW ABOUT ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE?

The ConEVAP
Evaporate your
condensate away!!!

Compressor Condensate Separator
Oil Water Separator
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